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Experiments in
Storytelling
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What is
the biggest
threat
facing
humanity
today?
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In 2015, and again in 2016,
the World Economic Forum
declared the water crisis
to be the number one threat
facing the world today.
Despite this, most of us are
completely unaware that the
water crisis even exists.
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Raising Awareness
By engaging the hearts, minds and souls of a public audience and
inspire them to act, Blue Media Lab works with the best creative
talent to inspire the public’s imagination about water and tell
a fresh narrative that leads to real change.

Engineering

Nature

It’s time to wake up to the
water crisis and to create
the demand for a better
future. We believe the best
way to do that is through
powerful stories delivered
across mass media.

Science

History

These stories must bring this issue into the
zeitgeist of our communities and, in turn,
activate large audiences to put pressure
on business and policy makers to work on
conservation efforts that have direct impact
on the ground.
Blue Media Lab will surface the most effective
narratives for telling this story and driving
change. Our purpose is to inspire and then
activate large global audiences to both
the dangers and the solutions of the global
water crisis.

River of Culture
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Theory of Change
Through the stories created by Blue Media Lab we will activate large
global audiences who put pressure on business and policy makers to
work on conservation efforts that have direct impact on the ground.

The water crisis is solvable.

Blue
Media
Lab

Through Blue Media Lab we want to promote
a new appreciation of where our water comes
from, how it can be sustainable, and the crucial
role nature plays in this solution.

Stories

Global Audiences

Consumers

Citizenship

Policy Makers

Success means:
1. We bring the story of the water crisis
to the world.
2. We inspire and educate large global
audiences about the crisis and
demonstrate the crucial role nature
plays in solutions.
3. Through this audience, we put pressure
on global businesses and policy makers
thereby indirectly influencing regulations
and corporate practices to have direct
conservation impact.

Global Business

Corporate Practices

Regulation

Conservation Impact
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Blue Media Lab Process
1. IDEAS
Create a portfolio of marketable
ideas sourced from leading
story-tellers throughout the
commercial media world.

How Blue
Media Lab
Works

2. ANALYZE
Analyze each idea in terms of
feasibility, reach and impact.

The Board

3. PITCH
Pitch ideas offering the best
mix of our goals to different
access points across all
moving media.

4. IMPACT
Achieve impact with successful
projects by maximizing the
education and outreach
potential by using the
media to drive audience
to a range of activations.

+
Industry Relationships

+
Philanthropic Partners

Corporate Partners

Blue Media Lab is a core team of industry experts with a
London-based hub at Passion Pictures, a world class producer
of documentaries. Through our industry connections we recruit
exceptional creative talent that already have the experience,
acumen (and awards) to produce big ideas which tell our story
in commercially viable ways.
A core part of our strategy is to seed fund the development of
the right ideas, using the right people, and fast-track entrance
into the commercial funding market place. The stories we are
telling are critical, poignant, and have a high moral worth.
We are different because we seed fund the right ideas and
provide assistance with funding pathways.

5. RETURNS
Generate returns to fuel further
idea development by recovering
early development expenses and
licensing marketable storylines.
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Funding the
Projects
Our primary goal is to seed fund projects directly into the standard
commercial outlets, this allows them to become self-sustaining and,
ultimately, return assets and revenue back to Blue Media Lab.
Our hypothesis is that returns will come from three sources:
a)		 Underwriting and recovering early development expenses.
b)		 Asset valuations as we accumulate a media bank of ideas, footage
and resources.
c)		 Returns generated through the Impact Platform via donations
and valuations associated with conversions.
Some of the storylines we surface will be the right story at the right
time, but we’ve already learned that the commercial market isn’t
always ready to take them on. To minimize lost opportunities, we are
exploring alternative funding models so that we can bring these critical stories to the public even when commercial markets are lagging.
To that end, we’re pursuing philanthropic funds while continuing
to leverage industry relationships and corporate opportunities for
funding and distribution.
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There is a rapidly growing industry of brand-related content
whereby commercial brands will finance the production of films
that are aligned to their brand values. We will look to form a partnership with a social agency who will connect us to brands with aligned
interests and distribution of media already in place.
Blue Media Lab connects important stories to top media talent
and pitches them to commercial broadcasters and corporate
funding opportunities.
This journey has already begun ...
Thanks to relationships with key funders like Swarovski, Blue Media
Lab is already in development with a portfolio of projects addressing
the water crisis for several different mass-media outlets.
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01 THE MOLECULE THAT MADE US
Television Landmark Series
02 ATHLETES FOR FRESHWATER
Campaign

Blue Media
Lab Portfolio

03 INDUS: WALKING ON WATER
Television Broadcast Series
04 CALL OF THE WILD
Television—Documentary Broadcast / Authored Festival

With initial seed funding, Blue Media Lab
has created a portfolio of media ideas including broadcast landmark documentaries,
a global campaign and cutting-edge Virtual
Reality technology opportunities.

05 REDEMPTIVE NATURE
Television Broadcast Series
06 THE EDEN PROJECT’S—THE SOURCE
Visitor Attraction

© DEVIANTART

07 DROWNING WORLDS / SUBMERGED PORTRAITS
Photography tour
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A landmark broadcast series which re-tells
human history though our connection with
water. Life cannot exist without Water.
We drink, boil and freeze it. We wash, cook
and swim in it. Water insulates, lubricates
and fuels us. But exactly what is it?

01

H2O

THE
MOLECULE
THAT
MADE US

Across three hours of television, we will explore the
most unique substance in the universe from every
angle, explaining why it is central it is to all life on
earth – and to every civilization in history.

THREE EPISODES
1. WE ARE WATER
Water shapes the destiny of all living things, including humans.
Once we became an upright ape, we were forever tied to rivers and lakes.
Our bodies are made of water – there’s 11 gallons in each of us! But where did
H2O come from? Why are we so dependent on it? What exactly is it and why
does it possess such seemingly magical properties?

3 x 50’ SPECIALIST FACTUAL
Planet Earth meets Mega Structures with a twist
of An Inconvenient Truth.

© NASA; © OLLI HENZE/FLICKR CREATIVE COMMONS

2. MASTERS OF WATER
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The story of civilization is the struggle to impose our will on water. We’ve devised
ever more ingenious ways to irrigate land for agriculture, harness water for
industry, and use the power of steam to drive machines. But all the while, our
demand for water has grown exponentially. And that’s a problem…

3. THE WATER DEBT
There’s 60 times more freshwater underground than on the surface of our planet
- contained in giant aquifers. This was meant to be our savings account to dip
into when times are bad. But the aquifers are running dry faster than anyone
realized. When the crunch comes, is there a Plan B?
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02

ATHLETES
FOR
FRESHWATER
A HIGH PROFILE CINEMA & TV TRAILER,
PSA & SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

A global media campaign
partnering with athletes to raise
awareness about the freshwater
crisis and inspiring action.

© PIXABAY

Intimate in narrative...
global in message.
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Freshwater Is Among The Greatest Challenges
Facing The World
And now is the time to address this crisis.
Framed amid an explosion of sporting action,
we will put a human face on the issue and tell
stories of athletes across the globe whose lives
are intertwined with the water crisis.
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Fearghal O’Nuallian is a geography teacher
about to embark on a journey no one has ever
achieved before – to walk the entire length of
the Indus River.

03

In a three part series, Fearghal winds through some of the most treacherous
parts of Tibet, India and Pakistan. The filming style will be intimate and experiential
allowing the viewer to suffer all the twists and turns of this never achieved before
task. Our geography teacher’s ‘man in the street’ approach is at times both
inspiring and jaw-droopingly naive. The series will have the survival and challenge
elements of Channel 4’s ‘Walking The Nile’, coupled with our teacher’s more
inquisitive, journalistic style more akin to Simon Reeve’s BBC travelogue series.

INDUS:
WALKING ON WATER

Importantly, there is a core narrative to this journey which pervades every part
of Fearghal’s adventure which is based around our relationship with water. It’s
a crucial understanding for us all, a lesson he has been trying to teach in his
classrooms, which in these wilds is brought to life in the most extreme ways. He
will encounter floods, droughts, melting glaciers, ancient fertile pastures and
volatile water wars disputes. In this single journey Fearghal brings us into close
contact with what is perhaps becoming the biggest crisis facing us all today.

3 x 60’

EPISODES
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© FEARGHAL O NUALLAIN

© JUNAIDRAO

1. The Tibetan Plateau
2. Kashmir & The Indian Himalaya
3. Pakistan Plains & Desert
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04

Three authored journeys tap into each of our
director’s particular and unique access taking
us deep into their corner of the America
wilderness. These are highly visual journeys
journey into some of the most exciting
environments on the continent that interpret
our relationship with these places challenging
us to look again at the wild we thought we
knew. These alternative visions of what nature
means to us in the 21st century will immerse
us in these wild places, ultimately finding
surprising and crucial connections between
the landscape and the health of our nation.
Call of the Wild shows us what it is like
to experience 5 years in America’s most
iconic swamp. To kayak the length of
America’s mightiest river, to hunt down
the live spectacle of Salmon through the
culture of the Yukon’s people, an Indiana
Jones-style adventure.

CALL OF
THE WILD

FILMS

Secrets of the Swamp
King of the River
Colorado Unplugged

© MAC STONE

Award-winning storytellers
embark on radical journeys to create
a new vision of our wild continent.
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© ADAM WEYMOUTH

Journeying to the heart of a Nation
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05

REDEMPTIVE
NATURE
3 x 60 observational documentary series
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In America, lifelong prisoners are saving the little
known endangered species from extinction. This series
an extraordinary insight into the lost and neglected
characters of America’s wild and America’s prisons.

© GETTY IMAGES

In the US correctional system there are 2.5 million people incarcerated, with
over 3000 on Death Row. Outside the prison walls, there are many animals also
living on an Ecological Death Row.With the attention focused on saving the more
glamorous creatures like condors, mountain lions, and wolves, the smaller and
uglier animals, are facing a struggle for existence.
Surprisingly, the ugly and neglected in human society are coming to the rescue
of these animal misfits. This series will eavesdrop on murderers, gangsters, and
lifers to introduce the secret lives of these unknown animals in this most unlikely
relationship with the wild. Our cameras will provide a window into the life of our
long term inmates. Through their extraordinary relationship with the animals they
are trying to save from extinction, we get to know the secret world of endangered
frogs, battling hellbenders, cute turtles, and stunning butterflies - critical players
in freshwater ecosystems.
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VIRTUAL REALITY(VR)
Eden Qingdao “The Source”: A Visitor Attraction 3D, VR & AR

There will be an area of screens and projection walls to showcase HD, 3D and 4D still and
moving images of Chinese and Global wildlife
associated with the freshwater world.
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Eden Qingdao will not only
be funding a visual and VR
experience with the theme
of water, but also be providing
the platform for the experience
which is what many VR
experiences on the market
are currently lacking.

Photography project

© GIDEON MENDEL

Eden Qingdao is a new visitor attraction that
will focus entirely on WATER. In Qingdao,
Water will be an inspiration for a palette of
world-class entertainment and education. It
will open in 2018. Eden Project already has
annual tourism of 63 million visitors.

Drowning World

There will be interactive Virtual Reality (VR)
and Augmented Reality (AR) to compliment
the filmic elements. Passion will be working in
collaboration with Vision 3 (global leaders in
3D and VR – won Oscar for Gravity).

© JÜRGEN MATERN

The Eden Project is a popular visitor attraction in Cornwall, England. Inside the two
biomes are PLANTS that are collected from
many diverse climates and environments.

Photographer Gideon Mendel has taken a series of photographs
as part of an art and advocacy project about flooding, which is his
personal response to climate change. His work has been applauded
for its unusual approaches to portraiture and the development of a
variety of visual strategies, including video, to deepen the impact of
the endeavor. Blue Media Lab funded the Brazil expedition which
resulted in a series of stunning images. The most recent exhibition
of Drowning World was on 16th September 2016 in London as part
of the Estuary Festival.
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Impact Predictions For Projects
MEDIA

COST OF PRODUCTION

EYEBALL PREDICTIONS

IMPACT - OUTREACH PREDICTIONS

TV - Landmark
The Molecule That
Made Us
3 x 50 min

$3 MILLION
Funding
40% Commercial:
PBS USA

Two year span:
North America:
11 million3
ROW: 15 million TBC

20% Foundation:
Other trust input

Education
880,000 students reached through the
lessons, videos, and virtual field trips4
Website & Email
Over 200,000 website visits in the first 6
months
477,000 page views for a photo contest
within the first 3 months of the site being
live

40% Commercial
ROW sales

54,000 new email addresses
435 new donors

TV - Documentary Broadcast
Indus: Walking On Water
3 x 50 min

3 x $180k

One year span:
BBC4 UK broadcast:
2 million5

The chart on the opposite page summarizes the scope of reach for
each of these projects and hints at the possibilities for the impact.

ROW: 5 million

TV - Documentary Broadcast / Authored Festival
Call Of The Wild
3 x 60 min

3 X $120k per film

Two year span:
BBC2: 1.2 million6

Nature Facebook page reached 800K
users on Facebook

PBS: 1.2 million

6,100 interactions (Likes, Comments
and Shares) with content.

ROW: ?

Campaign / Viral
Athletes For
Freshwater

Will reach
approximately
50 million people.1

The Cost of Eyeballs and
Managing the Impact

Increase traffic to website:
250 -1000%.
New E-members: 750k- 3 million.
Donations raised: $1.5 – $5 million.
Social media following increase:
200-700%

The cumulative valuation of these eyeballs is several times
greater than our cash investment. We simply could not afford to
get our story told if we paid market rate. But by leveraging industry
connections we are able to amplify our reach, maximize our investment, and create value above our seed funding investment.
We believe this will be a snow-balling effect as we get productions
and we cultivate relationships so our ability to maximize impact will
increase. Each project provides assets of stock footage, photographs,
column inches, and web space activity. We leverage this as the Impact Producer of all our projects funneling action through a single
online website with an activation that unifies all Blue Media Lab
projects and simplifies outreach and education efforts.

Press coverage value: $3M - $10M
with celebrity endorsements

Giant Screen 3D
$8million Funding:

Two year span:

90 million impressions for national
& regional campaign

60% Film investment
(to recoup)

25 million Giant Screen
tickeets sold

25% marketing &
corporate sponsorship

TV version 2 million
N America

Opportunity for grassroots
environmental education programs

15% Foundation
sponsorship

20 million ROW

Opportunity for cash to be raised for
grassroots development projects.

21.9 million impressions for local
campaign

Citations available at: https://goo.gl/AiYPlX
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The Path
Forward
The path forward is to expand the remit of Blue Media Lab to include
a more holistic slate of projects, addressing a wider range of conservation issues threatening our planet and its water resources. This Green
Media Lab will retain the water crisis as a key initiative, but we will
expand our scope of works to identify other conservation initiatives
where innovative and compelling storytelling is urgently needed to
spotlight those critical issues, explore the science behind them and
showcase the solutions.
Ultimately, we believe the knowledge is already there, the communication is missing. It is imperative to explain to the public the threats
and consequences to our planet’s life-giving systems. Underwriting
the development of mass media projects to this end, will enable
viewers to understand nature’s worth and create the demand for
a better future.
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Get Inspired

3

‘Watch the
Blue Media Lab
project trailers here’
bluemedialab.squarespace.com
Password: bluemedia
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